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Gavotte,    Dance in 4/4= tune beginning on third
beat in bar
Ckusto    Strict proper
Gke    Short part song
Ohssando    Bapid sliding scales up and down
piano or other instruments
GlocJenspul    Percussion  instrument  consisting
of tuned steel bars and played with two ham
mers or keyboard
Grace note    See Ornament
Grave    In slow tempo
Grazioso    Gracefully
Gregorian Chant    Plainsong collected and super
•vised mainly by Pope Gregory (d 004)
Ground ba s    Figure on theme used as bass in a
composition and constantly repeated without
change
Cuitar    Plucked stems instrument of Spanish
origin having six strings of three octave com
pass
H    German note symbol for B
Harmony Simultaneous sounding of notes so as
to make musical sense
Hcrry Plucked string instrument of ancient
origin the strings stretched parallel across its
frame The basic scale of 0 flat major is altered
by a set of pedals
HarpstcJiord Keyboard stringed instrument
played by means of keyboard similar to a piano
but producing its notes by a plucking rather
than a striking action
Homovhtmic Opposite of polyphonic te in
dicated parts move together in a composition a
single melody being accompanied by block
chords as distinct from the contrapuntal move
ment of different melodies
Horn Brass instrument with coiled tubes
Valves introduced in 19th cent made full
chromatic use of instrument possible
Hymn   Song of praise especially in church
Iimtatwn    Repetition, exactly or at least re
cognisably of a previously heard figure
Im&romytu   A short seemingly improvised piece
of music especially by Schubert or Chopin
Improvise    To perform according to fancy or
imagination sometimes on a given theme
In alt   The octave above the treble clef   in
altiasimo  octave above that
Instrumentation    Writing musio for particular
instruments  using the composers knowledge
of-what sounds well on different instruments
Interlude   Piece played between two sections of
a composition
Intermezeo formerly meant interlude now often
used for pieces played between acts of operas
Interval   Distance in pitch between notes
Ionian mode One of the scales in mediroval
music represented on piano by white keys
between 0 and O identical therefore to modem
0 major scale
IsmTvufh-mc Term applied to motets of 14th and
15th cent where rhythm remains strict although
melody changes
Jig    Old dance usually in 6/8 or 12/8 time
Edtte&num (It pi iTzmpawi) Drum with skin
drawn over a cauldron shaped receptacle can be
tuned to definite pitch by turning handles on
rim thus tightening or relaxing akin
Eeu    Lever by means of which piano organ etc
produces   note    classification   in   relatively
modern times of notes of a scale Any piece of
music in major or minor is in the key of its tonic
or keynote
Keyboard Term used to describe instruments
with, a continuous row of keys
 Key signature Indication on written music
usually at the beginning of each line of the
number of flats or sharps m the key of a com
position
Kitchen Department Humorous term for per
cussion section of an orchestra
Lament   Musical piece of sad or deathly sigmfl
cance
Largamenfe    Spaciously
Largo    Slow
Leading-motive (Ger   Leitmotiv)    Short theme
suggesting person   idea   or  image   quoted
throughout composition to indicate that per
son etc
Legato    In a smooth style (of performance etc)
Lento    Slow
Libretto    Text of an opera
Lied    (pi laeder)    Song with special reference
to songs by Schubert Sebum arm Brahms and
Wolf
Lute    String instrument plucked with fingers
used in 16th and 16th cent music especially
Lydian inode    One of the scales in mediaeval
music   represented by -white keys of piano
between F and F
Lyre   Ancient Greek plucked string instrument
Madrigal Contrapuntal composition for several
voices especially prominent from 15th to 17th
cent
Maestoso    Stately
Mayor One of the two main scales of the tonal
system with semitones between the third and
fourth and the seventh and eighth notes
identical with 16th cent Ionian mode
Mandohn(e) Plucked string instrument of
Italian origin
Manual A keyboard for the hands used mostly
m connection with the organ
Master of the Kino s (or Queen s) Musick Title of
British, court appointment with no precise
duties
Melisma    Group of notes sung to a single syllable
Melodie literally a melody or tune has come
to mean a ITrenab. song (cf German Lied)
Metronome Small machine m use since the
beginning of the 18th cent to determine the
pace of any composition by the beats of the
music eg J = 60 at the head of the music
indicates sixty crotchets to the minute
Mezzo Mewa (It = half ) Meezavoce means
using the half voice (a tone between normal
singing and whispering) Mestzo soprano voice
between soprano and contralto
Minim Note that equals two crotchets in time
value
Minor One of the two mam scales of the tonal
system (cf major) identical with 16th cent
Aeolian mode It has two forms—the harmonic
and melodic the former having a sharpened
seventh note the latter liaving the sixth and
seventh note sharpened
Mmuet Originally French 18th cent dance in
triple time then the usual third movement in
symphonic form {with a contrasting trio section)
until succeeded by scherzo
Mixolyduxn mode One of the mediaeval scales
represented by the white keys on the piano from
GtoG
Modes Scales prevalent in the Middle Ages See
Aeolian Dorian Ionian Lydian MtTniyii.ia.-n
Phrygian
Modulate Changing from key to key in a com
position not directly but according to musical
"grammar *
Motto   Much very thus allearo motto
Mold Sacred, polyphonic vocal composition
More loosely any choral composition for use in
church but not set to words of the liturgy
Motive moint Short easily recognised, melodic
figure

